The result has been the proliferation of empirical studies, with few decisive results having been achieved.
The contention of this paper is that by also invoking the second hypothesis, namely that readily available information will not be wasted, much sharper tests of the expectations hypothesis are made possible. Needless to say, the requirement that available information be used effslciently is much weaker than the requirement that expectations be very accurate. It was against the imposition of that stronger requirement that David WIeiselman was contending when he wrote that "anticipations may not be realized yet still determine the structure of rates in the manner asserted by the [expectations] theory.'4 Althou« this is correct, it nevertheless seems unwise to construct models that build in "irrational" expectations.
The implication of our two hypotheses is remarkably simple: they imply that a certain sequence of forward interest rates follows a martingale.5 This important proposition, which is due to Paul Samuelson [27] , and which was first implemented in the context of the term structure by Richard Roll [26] , is discussed in Section II.6 There we also discuss the relationship of David Meiselman's [19] important work to the Samuelson model considered here. As it turns out, Meiselman's equations are implied when things are restricted a bit more than they need to be to obtain Samuelson's martingale proposition. In Section III, we present an empirical test of whether Durand's basic yields satisfy the implications of our two hypotheses, together with some closely related tests of a certain class of "random-walk" models. In Section IV we return to Meiselman's model, arguing that there is an important (asymptotic) bias in estimates of the slopes in Meiselman's model. The presence of the bias helps explain some curious features of results that Meiselman and others have obtained. Finally, our conclusions are stated in Section V. This paper is most closely related to the previous work of Stanley Diller [6] and Richard Roll [26] . It was Diller who fslrst examined under what classes of stochastic processes governing the evolution of spot rates revision equations like Meiselman's would emerge as a consequence of "optimal" forecasting. Roll was the first economist to implement Samuelson's martingale theorem in the context of a study of the term structure. His treatment of that theorem is considerably broader than the one included here, being based on his extensive work on capital-market equilibrium theory. In addition, his empirical tests, conducted on the basis of weekly data on U.S. Treasury bill rates, do not assume that bill rates are covariance stationary. Instead, Roll argues that the evolution of bill rates is more adequately described by assuming that they are drawn from one of the stable distributions with infinite variance. While that specifilcation is certainly an interesting one, abandon- ing the assumption of covariance stationarity has its costs. In Section II we try to show that if the assumption of covariance stationarity is retained, a wide variety of empirical work on the term structure can be interpreted as testing Samuelson's model.
II. RESTRICTIONS IMPLIED BY THE TWO HYPOTHESES

A. The Martingale Theorem
It is necessary to assume that the spot one-period rate, Rt, can be characterized by the probability distribution function The probability function is assumed to be independent of calendar time. That is all. The process need not be normal. It can even be stable Paretian, having inElnite variance) provided that its mean exists (which rules out Cauchy processes). It need not be linear.
Notice that all the P(R, . . .; j)'s for j = 2, 3, . . ., oo can be calculated recursively from the one-span-forward probability distribution P(R, . . . ;1): 00 P(RXrOr1 * * * ;i) P(R,z,rO,r1, . . . ;j-1)dP(z,rO,r1,. .; 1).
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Let t+jFt be the forward interest rate on one-period loans that prevails at time t for loans made at time t+j. We now impose both of our hypotheses by requiring that t+jFt = E [R t+jlR t,R t where E denotes mathematical expectation. Equation (3) states that the market equates the j-period forward rate to the expectation formed on the basis of the probability distribution describing the evolution of the spot rate. Not only are expectations supposed to determine the yield curve, but they are assumed to be based on all the information available, namely the P's. Samuelson's theorem states that under the assumed conditions the following sequence follows a martingale: {t+jFt, t+jFt+ 1, * * , t+jFt+j-1, R t+j} (4) The martingale is deElned by the condition E(t+jEt+ 1 | Rt, R t-1, . . . ) = t+jFt (S) for all j. That is, the expected change in the forward rate applying to loans at a given date in the future is zero.7 The theorem is important because it permits us to utilize the properties of martingale sequences8 in constructing tests of the expectations theory of the term structure. Two of these properties are particularly useful. First, if the sequence (4) follows a martingale, then E(t+jFt -t+jFt_ 1 ) = 0 j = O, 1, 2, . . .
which, in the jargon of the term structure literature, rules out "liquidity premiums.t This is a well-known implication of the expectations theory that has been exploited often in empirical work (see Wood [35] and Kessel [15] ).9 A second property of a martingale is that its increments are uncorrelated, though not necessarily statistically independent.10 That is, where cov (x,y) denotes the covariance between x and y, it is a characteristic of the martingale (4) that It is this restriction on the increments of the forward rate sequence (4) that we will exploit to perform empirical tests of our two hypotheses. We do not use or even require the condition (7), since it is fairly well established that (7) seems inconsistent with the data, due to the presence of "liquidity premiums.''ll Yet (7) can be violated and (8) and (9) remain valid. For example, it is sufficient that the liquidity premiums be on the average constant through time, which implies the weaker condition E(t+jFt | Rt-1, R t 2, * * ) = )j + t+jFt l, or E(t+jFt -t+ jFt l ) = Xj, Xj < °, (7') where the Xj's are constant through time. A sequence obeying (7') is said to be a "submartingale," a process that has uncorrelated increments and so obeys (8) and ( 
9)-
B. A More Restrictive Form of the Model
It is interesting to explore the implications of further restricting the probability distribution of (1) 
Equation (13) obviously satisfies the martingale condition (5). It is even more restrictive, however, implying that over time each increment (t+jFt-t+ jFt l) is an independent, identically distributed random variable with variance cj2 ou2 . This implies that the spectrum of each increment is flat, an implication that can be tested empirically quite easily. Equation (12) states that the j-period-forward rate on one period loans follows an additive "random walk.''l3 It is the more restrictive (but still very general) version of the model that specifsles that the P's of (1) can be described by (10) that seems to be implicit in some of the best empirical work on the term structure. To take an outstanding example, suppose that, following Meiselman [19] , we estimate "revision" equations of the form t+jFt -t+ jFt -1 = j (R t -tFt l ), i = 1, 2, .
Then (13) implies that the right and left hand sides of (14) where Rnt is the yield to maturity on an n-period bond.14 Substituting (10) Suppose now that all yields are purely non-deterministic, so that Ont is zero for all n and t, or that the deterministic parts have been removed by a "de-trending" operation. Then (16) implies that the coherence between yields to maturity for any two maturities is equal to unity over all frequency bands.ls Thus, taking Fourier transforms of each side of ( 16) yields
Rn(W) = Dn(w) U(w)
The formula given is actually an arithmetic approximation to Hicks's formula. l5The coherence measures the proportion of variance in one series occurring over some frequency band that can be explained by the variation in another series over the same frequency band. It is analogous to the R2 statistic of correlation analysis and like the R2 5 it is bounded by zero and unity. The coherence coefficient at frequency band w, coh(w), is defined as the squared amplitude of the cross spectrum divided by the product of the values of the spectral density at that frequency band:
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Thus, on our hypotheses, the coherence between (the non-deterministic parts of) yields to matunty for any two maturities equals unity. Several empincal studies have estimated cross spectra for pairs of yields to maturity of various maturities (e.g. Granger and Rees [13] and Sargent [28] ). The calculations above establish that the coherence coefElcients estimated in such studies constitute evidence capable of disconElrming the version of the expectation hypothesis being discussed in this section.l6
The foregoing implications of our hypotheses can be expressed in an equivalent way in terms of the distributed lag relationships that must exist between any two yields to maturity. In particular, (16) implies that a yield of any maturity can be completely explained by a distributed lag function of any other yield. Let us assume again that Ont equals zero for all n and t, or that any deterministic components of the series have been removed.l7 Then (17) implies that
Rn (W) = Dn(( )) R j(w) .
Taking the inverse Fourier transform of the above expression establishes thatl8 Some economists have calculated the phase of the cross spectrum between yields to maturity, sometimes arguing that on the expectations hypothesis the longer rate ought to lead the shorter rate. However, unless further restrictions on the R-process are added to those that have been introduced in the text, it is impossible to predict the sign of the phase of the cross spectrum.
We also assume that the roots of S*=0 dj*L* = 0 lie outside the unit circle for all j. Alternatively, note that assuming Ont = O, ( [1 ] seem to be the most general, being less dependent on particular a priori assumptions about parameters. Yet while all of those studies can be rationalized in a general way by appealing to this framework, the tests that iey have reported make no use at all of the second of our hypotheses-that forecasts incorporate information efficiently.
It should be noted that our two hypotheses, even in the special form of this section, do not imply things that are commonly thought to be their implications. Thus, they do not imply that the spot one-period rate, Rt, follows a random walk, which would mean that Rt -Rt_1 is serially uncorrelated. They do not imply that the j-period spot rate follows a random walk for any f1nite j.20 Moreover, the "fair game" property built into the model clearly does not mean that spot rates cannot be described by a stable stochastic difference equation.2l
III. TESTS OF SAMUELSON'S MODEL
A. Spectral Densities of Some Forward Rate Sequences
In this section we report tests of the expectations hypothesis by calculating the spectral densities of forward rate sequences that should be "white" on our main- Table 1 . The F-statistic pertinent for testing against the null hypothesis of spectral whiteness is also given for each spectrum.22 High values of F lead to rejection of the null hypothesis. At the 1 percent level of signifilcance, serial independence must be rejected for all j's less than or equal to five, while at the S percent level of significance all but the spectra for j's of eight and nine are inconsistent with serial independence. Generally, serial dependence is seen to diminish as 22Where s(w) is an estimate of s(w), n s(w)/s(w) is approximately x2 with n degrees of freedom. The number n is given by 3.7 times the number of data points divided by the number of lagged covariance terms used in calculating the spectrum. On the assumption that ^s(wl ) and s^(w2 ) are independent, the null hypothesis that s (w, ) = s (w2 ) can be tested by using the statistic F = s (w, ) s (W2 ) which, being the ratio of two independent x2 distributions with n degrees of freedom, is distributed according to the F distribution with n, n degrees of freedom. tF-ratio equals highest value of spectrum divided by lowest value. Because the spectrum was calculated on the basis of 4 5 separate observations on the entire sequence {tFt_g . . Rt}, the degrees of freedom are probably greater than twenty, which is approximately 3.7 times 45 divided by the number of lags, eight. The spectrum above is obviously based on much more data than indicated by this calculation.
*Spectral density was calculated by using a Parzen window to smooth the Fourier transform of the correlogram of the increments of the sequence {tFt-9, tFt-8 * * *, Rt}-j increases, as the F-statistics show concisely. Yet the random-walk model must certainly be rejected for forward rates drawn from the short end of the yield curve. This is disconcerting, since it is for yields to maturity of less than five years maturity that most of the interesting variation of the yield curve occurs. In addition, as described by the standard term-structure formulas, these short-term forward rates are components of the longer-term yields to maturity, and thus the entire yield curve is affected by their misbehavior.
The general version of the model can be tested by estimating the spectrum of increments in the forward-rate sequence (4). That spectrum, which we have estimated by using Parzen window to smooth the Fourier transform of the correlogram, is reported in Table 2 . As the F-statistic reveals, serial independence of the increments of the forward rate sequence can be accepted only at a very low significance level, i.e., low probability of type-1 error. Thus, the data tend to disconfirm the implications of even the broader version of the model.
B. Some Estimates of Two-Sided Distributed Lags
Here we report a test of the more restrictive version of Samuelson's model that we described in section IIb. While the test is less powerful than the ones described above, it is more convenient to apply given the nature of the data we are about to examine. The data are monthly observations on yields to maturity of three-month Treasury bills and one-year, two-year, three-year, four-year, and five-year U.S. government bonds for the period January, 1950 to December 1966.23 These data obviously do not permit the computation of monthly yields for forward one-month loans, which would be required to apply the techniques of section IIIa directly to the monthly data. However, we can estimate the two-sided distributed lags discussed in section IIb, which constitute the basis for a less powerful test of the expectations hypothesis. The test is less powerful for the reason that, while evidence of two-sided distributed lags permits us to reject the hypothesis, failure to E1nd such evidence does not provide much reason for confsldence in the hypothesis. That is because the expectations hypothesis implies not only that those distributed lags will be one-sided, but also that they will assume the particular configurations given in (18) . Tables 3, 4 , and 5 report estimates of pairs of distributed lags between the three month bill rate, which we denote by x, and yields to maturity Rjt on j-year bonds for j equals 1, 3, and 5. For each j the pair of estimated distributed lag functions is Since the expectations hypothesis implies that both of these distributed lag functions will be one-sided, these results tend to disconf1rm that hypothesis. It does not appear possible adequately to represent all yields to maturity by a set of one-sided moving sums of the same white noise.25
IV. COMPARISON WITH MEISELMAN'S MODEL
The negative results of the last section should be compared with those of David Meiselman who took his estimates of the set of revision equations (14) to be consistent with the expectations hypothesis. Meiselman's estimates are reproduced in Table 6 . We have already shown that the version of our model presented in Section IIb is compatible with those revision equations, and that it implies that the correlations will be "high," strictly speaking, equal to unity. Thus, in our framework, the fact that Meiselman's R2 's are not close to one is to be interpreted as another aspect of the pessimistic evidence presented above. The fact that Meiselman found a "plausible" pattern of revision coeff1cients is in no way inconsistent with the findings of this study.
Our findings do imply that there are important non-forecasting determinants of the yield curve, and that this should be taken into account in estimating equations like Meiselman's. Thus, to account for the low R2's in Meiselman's equations, let us replace (13) with t+jFt -t+iFt-l =cjut + vjtX j= 0, 1, 2, . . .
where vjt is a random term with the properties E(vjt)=0 j=0,1,2,... j=0, 1,2, ................. ....
E(vjtut)=O
E(vjt v*t) = O for all j + k.
The random variable vjt represents stochastic non-forecasting determinants of the increment in the forward rate maturing at t + j, and is assumed to be uncorrelated across maturities, the simplest assumption that can be used to illustrate the point under discussion. It is necessary to introduce the VjtS in (21) if we want to account for the low R2's in Meiselman's equations and also maintain the optimal forecasting hypothesis that we have used throughout this paper. Thus positing (21) amounts to retaining the assumption of rational forecasting but permitting stochastic factors other than expectations to play a role in determining the yield curve. In ( 28An alternative reconciliation between these two estimates might be offered by appealing to the errors of measurement which most likely infest Durand's data. However, the assumptions of the classical errors-in-variable model, which might be invoked to explain a downward bias in Meiselman's estimate of ,B,, are surely inappropriate here. Durand's smoothing procedures guarantee that measurement errors will be highly correlated along the yield curve. In the presence of measurement errors with such properties, the least-squares estimate of S, need not be biased downward and may even be biased upward if the measurement errors are sufficiently highly correlated along the yield curve.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The evidence summarized above implies that it is difficult to maintain both that only expectations determine the yield curve29 and that expectations are rational in the sense of efficiently incorporating available information. The predictions of the random walk version of the model are fairly decisively rejected by the data, particularly for forward rates with less than five years term to maturity. This is important because that is the form of the model that provides a rationale for many formulations utilized in empirical work.
It is clear that our conclusions apply with equal force to the diluted form of the expectations hypothesis that allows forward rates to be determined by expectations plus time-invariant liquidity premiums. Incorporating such liquidity premiums would in no way change the covariances and the spectral densities on which our tests were based. On the other hand, it would clearly be possible to determine a set of time-dependent "liquidity premiums" that could be used to adjust the forward rates so that the required sequences would display "white" spectral densities. 30 Most of the literature on "liquidity premiums" can be interpreted as an attempt to "prewhiten" the data so that just this is accomplished. While this procedure has its merits in certain instances, it is essentially arbitrary, there being no adequate way to relate the "liquidity premiums" so derived to objective characteristics of markets, suchas transactions costs. Their arbitrary nature probably explains the considerable disarray in which the literature on the subject stands.3 1
An alternative way to "save" the doctrine that expectations alone determine the yield curve in the face of empirical evidence like that presented above is to abandon the hypothesis that expectations are rational. Once that is done, the model becomes much freer, being capable of accommodating all sorts of ad hoc, plausible hypotheses about the formation of expectations. Yet salvaging the expectations theory in that way involves building a model of the term structure that, while requiring there be no room for profitable arbitrage on the basis of current expectations of the future, also permits expectations to be formed via a process that could utilize available information more efElciently and so enhance proElts. That seems to be an extremely odd procedure.
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